PSEO and Rental Book Return Form

Name ___________________________________________

Phone # _________________________________________

Student ID # ______________________________________

List Books Returning: _____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Place this form inside a bag with your books and leave in designated boxes outside bookstore May 3rd – 14th, 9:00am – 3:00pm.

PSEO/Rental Students: Books must be returned to the bookstore no later than Friday, May 14th at 3:00 PM to avoid non-return fines and/or replacement fees. Any books/materials returned with damage (including water) are also subject to fines. If you are mailing your books to the bookstore, they must be postmarked by Friday, May 14th.

The following books are rental titles that need to be returned: Essentials of Cultural Anthropology, Prebles’ Artforms, Religions of the World, Bead Working with Today’s Materials, and Criminal Investigation

Questions: Phone 218-262-6706, Email bookstore@hibbing.edu